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NOT, FOR PUBLICATION BEFORE DELIVERY AT 7*15 P.m.

SPEECH BY MR, - HERBERT MORRISON

Speaking at Hammersmith at 7.15 tonight (Thursday, 3rd September) at a Meeting
held to mark the Third Anniversary of Britain’s entry into the war, the Home

Secretary and Minister of Home Security, Mr, Herbert Morrison, said*

There is a great contrast between the position of Britain to-day and what it was

on that Sunday morning throe years ago. Vie have had setbacks in plenty and not too

many triumphs, We have seen all of our early illusions dissipated* We have seen

many of the free nations engulfed for a time in the horrible abyss of Hitler’s Europe,
No have had Imperial territories snatched from us by Japan. Our forces are under the

pressure of some of Hitler’s finest troops in Egypt while our great Ally, Russia, still

endures the ordeal of the German onslaught and strikes back.

On the face of it the story of those three years does not make cheerful reading.
Yet we all know in our hearts that our position to-day is sounder and healthier than

it was in 1939* We have great Allies, our own productive power is almost fully

developed and, best of all, our foot arc planted on the rock of hard fact, We know
what we are up against and the measure of the* task before us.

Three years ago our Amy was comparatively small and its modern equipment limited.

To-day we have an Amy millions strong, equipped with the best that the arsenals of

Britain and America can provide, rich too, much of it, in the practical lessons of the

battlefield.

To compare the R.A.F, at the outbreak: of the war and to-day is to compare the

acorn and the oak. Three years ago our Air Force was in embryo; to-day the promise
has been realised and we can likon it to an immense oak tree with its roots struck

deep in the soil of our own island and its branches spread wide over nearly every

battlefield in the world. Some of tho mightiest of those branches stretch out over

Germany and the shadow that they cast is one that must strike fear into the hearts of

the German rulers and the German people.

The Navy is always the same. No sharp contrasts there. The same unremitting,

cool-headed, businesslike watch over all the seas. It is a battle-scarred Navy now

and its losses have not boon light; but tho constant effort of our shipyards and

arsenals is to ensure that those losses are made good. Amid the strange chances and

trends of war with its -new and revolutionary developments in, on and above the sea, in

the story of every action from tho River Plate to the last Malta convoy and to-day’s

unknown and unnamed’ deeds in the Battle of the Atlantic, there, is not a single page

but glows and shines with the full glory of Britain’s mighty centuries-old tradition

of admiralty.

Let me speak, too, of the fourth fighting arm which is ofespecial concern to me -

the Civil Defence Services. When war broke out they were - not fully prepared, that

would.*be claiming too much, but in a stale of considerable readiness for the full

menace of air bombardment had it materialised at once as we all thought it might.

Indeed, I am tempted to think that next to the Navy, tho Civil Defence Services came

nearer than any of the Services to full readiness at the very outset for the tasks

that the war proved to have in store for them* Most of them were spared for another

year - a year of uniting which was also a year of final training 'and improvement.

They stood up to their test in a way which won for than the untying gratitude of their

fellow countrymen and the admiration of the whole world, They helped to win a victory

over, tho Luftwaffe which was,. with tho fatale of Britain, one of the groat turning

points of the war, the first great check to Hitler, the first demonstration to the

watching neutrals that the Nazis could be stopped.

Since those days many changes have come to theCivil Defence Services, But one

thing has hot changed, and that is the spirit of matter-of-fact skill and devotion to

their task which animated then a year-and-half and more ago. All the lessons of

organisation and method which the blits taught us have been, applied, to the utmost of

our ability, and if we are all called upon to face the ordeal of bombing again,
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I tell the people of Britain that they can count upon their Civil-Defence

Services, the N.F.S, of course prominent among then, not to let their

country down.

As we look forward there is little can say with certainty of the

shape of things to come, Wecan, however, begin to be dimly aware of some

pattern in the major events of the war, Assuming, as we do, and as we are

convinced we are right to do, that the Russians will at the very least

maintain themselves and their armies* intact against the Nazi onslaught, we

can believe that we are at or near the;point when the whole strategy of the

anti-Nazi world will move over from that of defence to that of attack. This

may not happen in any clear cut way at any special moment of time, We may
still have to endure the force of German and Japanese attacks again in many

parts of the world. But bit by bit, now here, now there, we may find that

it is the United Nations which are taking the offensive, Already the change

over has occurred, for example, in the field of air bombardment, There is no

doubt which leg the offensiveboot, is on so far as that is concerned.

Already in the Pacific the first great counter-attack has taken place, thus

far it seems with excellent success, Already the Germans are trying to

assure their own people and those of the, Occupied territories of the strength
of their land defences in. the West,

It used to be pointed out by faint-hearted friends and gleeful -enemies

that Britain was in a. very weak geographical position - a small island with a

great arch of German bases curving around her from the North of Norway to the

South of the Biscay coast. But how how does this look? The maps have not

changed, The German, bases are still there. Yet there is a difference in

the meaning of the geographical pattern. Do you remember the geometry books?

Radius - a line joining the centre of a circle orarc to the circumference at

any point," At any point - but where will the radius of attack .strike upon

the curve of Hitler’s Europe? That is the question mark to-day. And

wouldn’t Hitler like to know the answer?

It is our secret. But we willpromise to ma ke it known to him in due

time. That day, when it dawns will not be a day of easy triumph but of

bitter struggle, closely balancedfortunes and, it may well be, heavy loss.

Yet when it does come we shall know that the balance of offensive initiative

has passed over to the side of the united Nations never again to leave it.

Looking further ahead still, we can see in the distance the post-war

future. During the Last, war we used to look forward to peace with an innocent

feeling that everything would cone right with the armistice. Now, and it is

a healthy sign, we know better. We know that the post-war world in its

earlier years will be a world of problems-and. difficulties* just as great as

those of the war itself. The menace to human life may not be so-insistent

nor the forms of threatened death so dramatic,. but themenace, will be there.

Death or cramped and stunted lives for -millions upon millions of people will

be the penalty of mistakes in that post war world, just; as surely as they are

in war days. But if there is the prospect of risks and problems, there is

also the prospect of adventures and hopes. It will be a time that calls for

all the boldness, all the unity, all the imagination of which the British

people and the other great United Nations and their leaderships, are capable.

Given the same ability to rise to an occasionas war, itself can evoke from

stout-hearted peoples, we can look forward to a better time than man on this

planet has yet known, A time of real freedom, a time of blossoming of human

capacities, a tine of creative growth and fulfilment for all peoples.
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